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1. Last Tutorial
In the last tutorial we added 2 empties into our model.
Wheel_Ctrl_Rotation (Child) and his parent Wheel_Ctrl_Orientation (which is a
child of GroundEmpty).
Also we added the GUIDs for the Animations in our xml-file:
<Animation name="Wheel_Rotation" guid="3510798D-EE26-4264-A532-0E81959618BB" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Wheel_Orientation" guid="B4E328E8-6D7B-4EE8-AE90-9B88F69D4545" type="Standard"/>

There is nothing to change, because the GUID will be needed by the simulator.
But our Animations must have the names “Wheel_Rotation” and “Wheel_Orientation”.
Only in the behavior section of our xml-file we have to enter the correct radius of our
wheels:
<UseTemplate Name="ASOBO_Jetway_Wheel_Roll">
<ANIM_NAME>Wheel_Rotation</ANIM_NAME>
<WHEEL_RADIUS>0.50</WHEEL_RADIUS>
</UseTemplate>

2. Wheel-Rotation
In Blender we change to object-mode and into the animation view.
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1. Select Wheel_Ctrl_Rotation (Empty, not the wheels)
2. In Action Editor set Start to 1 and End to 50 frames.
3. Click on “New”-Button and enter a name. This name is not important, to show this, I use blablabla here.
4. Press I-key and choose Rotation. Now the rotation of Wheel_Ctrl_Rotation is recorded at frame 1.
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1. Move slider to frame 50.
2. Select Wheel_Ctrl_Rotation and press R key (Rotate) Y-key (Y-axis) and 359, press Enter key.
3. Press I-key and choose Rotation.Now the rotation of Wheel_Ctrl_Rotation is recorded at frame 50.
4. The Rotation can be seen in the Transform-window.

Select the first yellow key-frame and
click with right mouse button.
In the menu choose
“Interpolation Mode” = Linear
Now play the animation to check
everything is okay.
No? Maybe the Empty is rotating
forward but the wheels backward?
The reason for this is easy to
understand. If you use a standard
cylinder for your wheel, it is an optical
effect from your screen, frames and
vertices. In reality, the wheels are
turning forward.
To prevent this, we made new wheels
with 60 vertices and not 32, delete the
old wheels and make
Wheel_Ctrl_Rotation their parent. Now
we can see the rotation of the wheels
is also forward.

Now when everything is fine, we click
on Push Down and change to
Nonlinear Animation View.

We must change the name of the
animation now. Click into the NlaTrack
field and write inside
“Wheel_Rotation”.
Thats all we had to do.

2. Wheel-Orientation
We change to object-mode and into the animation view and action editor.

1. Select Wheel_Ctrl_Orientation
2. In Action Editor set Start to 1 and End
to 100 frames.
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3. Click on “New”-Button and enter a
name. This name is not important, to
show this, I use Orientation here.
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4. Press R (Rotation) Z (Z-axis) type in 90
and press enter.
Wheel_Ctrl_Orientation should be
turned to the left 90 degrees.
5. Press I-key and choose Rotation. Now
the rotation of Wheel_Ctrl_Orientation
is recorded at frame 1.
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We change to object-mode and into the animation view and action editor.
6. Move slider to frame 100.
7. Rotate Wheel_Ctrl_Orientation -90
degrees to the right. (For example with
keys R Z -180 Enter)
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8. Press I-key and choose Rotation to
record the position at frame 100.
9. Press Push Down and Change to
Nonlinear Animation view.
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10. Enter Wheel_Orientation as name into
the field, where NlaTrack is shown.
Change Interpolation Mode to linear
seems not necessary. There was no
difference in the behavior of the
animation, when I tried it.
11. Export and try in the sim.
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The result in the simulator, wheels are turning and the orientation is also working.

Tutorial Part 3: Hood Animation will follow soon.
Please support if you think this Tutorial has usage to you.

